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First-principles calculation of the phonon spectrum of MgAl2O4 spinel
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The phonon spectrum of a MgAl2O4 spinel has been calculated from first principles using density-functional

theory. The spinel was perfectly ordered with space groupFd3̄m. The five Raman active and four infrared
active modes allowed by symmetry are unambiguously identified. Agreement with available Raman, infrared,
and inelastic neutron scattering data is good. The fifth Raman mode~missing in experiment! is located at
570 cm21.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Spinel MgAl2O4 has been the subject of intense stu
for several reasons. This natural mineral is the archet
of many compounds that crystallize in the same structur1,2

It is the dominant component of the spinel phase
Earth’s shallow mantle.1,3 Moreover, it has a combination
of several desirable properties such as a high mel
temperature, high strength, resistance to chemical at
and ion bombardment at elevated temperatures,
low electrical loss.4 Therefore the material has many app
cations, e.g., in refractory ceramics, as electrical dielec
and irradiation resistant material. In addition, it can be u
as an envelope material in high-pressure discharge lamp
replace quartz glass.5 Other applications are in heterog
neous catalysis,6 as humidity sensors7 and ultrafiltration
membranes.8

The crystal structure of MgAl2O4 is cubic, fcc, with space
groupFd3̄m (Oh

7 , No. 227 in the International Tables9!.10,11

Mg, Al, and O are at Wyckoff position 8a, 16d, and 32e,
respectively. The structure is fully determined by the latt
constanta and the anion parameterx of the positions 32e.
The anions are on an approximate close-packed fcc lat
with the Al and Mg cations at octahedral and tetrahed
interstitial positions, respectively. Spinel is highly prone
cation disorder: Some, in inverted spinel even all, Mg io
may exchange positions with Al ions. This problem is p
ticularly severe in synthetic spinels. Natural spinels have
cation disorder.

The vibrational properties of spinel MgAl2O4 have been
studied with Raman12–16 ~R! and infrared ~IR!
spectroscopy.12,15,17–22To our knowledge, only one study us
ing inelastic neutron scattering is available.23 Thus most ex-
perimental data is restricted to the vicinity of theG point of
the Brillouin zone~BZ!. Infrared studies have led to som
controversy, as authors reported differing numbers of
active modes. Only four IR-active modes are allowed
symmetry. For Raman spectroscopy only four of the fi
allowed modes have been reported for natural spinel.
0163-1829/2002/65~9!/094305~5!/$20.00 65 0943
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occurrence of yet another mode has been demonstrate
result from cation disorder.16

In this paper we report first-principles calculations of t
phonon spectrum of a MgAl2O4 spinel, throughout the full
BZ. The calculations unambiguously identify the positions
the Raman and IR-active modes, in the absence of any
order. They may serve as a reference, and thus help to
criminate between those experimentally observed modes
are intrinsic to the lattice and those that arise from defe
such as cation disorder. Moreover, they should constitu
reference for approximate models of a spinel that are nee
in the simulation of fracture experiments24 and low-index
complicated surfaces.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Calculations were carried out with the first-principle
molecular-dynamics programVASP ~Viennaab initio simula-
tion program!.25–27 This program calculates the electron
structure and, via the Hellmann-Feynman theorem, the in
atomic forces from first-principles.

The phonon spectrum has been calculated w
the method of Ref. 28. In this direct method, the interatom
force-constant matrix is derived from a set of calculatio
on a periodically repeated supercell that is a multiple
several unit cells. As a starting point, all atoms are p
into their equilibrium positions. Then an atom is slight
displaced, and the forces on all atoms in the cell
calculated. These forces are proportional to the interato
force constants times the displacement. By consider
all symmetry-inequivalent displacements, the full forc
constant matrix can be obtained. It is truncated d
to the finite size of the supercell. However, it rapid
decays to zero with increasing interatomic separation. T
phonon frequencies as a function of theq vector are obtained
by a straightforward diagonalization of the dynamic
matrix.29

The above method is only correct for the analytical part
the dynamical matrix, as it imposes a translational symme
on the supercell. The nonanalytical part describes the ef
©2002 The American Physical Society05-1
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FIG. 1. Calculated phonon
dispersion curves~left! and den-
sity of states~right! of a MgAl2O4

spinel. Experimental results by
Thompson and Grimes ~dia-
monds! ~Ref. 23!.
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of the macroscopic electrostatic field that arises for cer
LO modes in the long-wavelength limit (q→G). Thus it lifts
the LO-TO degeneracy of these modes. The field is a co
quence of the incomplete screening in semiconductors
insulators, and is reflected by the Born effective charges
ried by the ions. We account for this nonanalytical part f
lowing the method outlined in Ref. 30: Due to the neglect
the nonanalytical contribution, the interplanar force consta
do not tend to zero for large interplanar separation, but t
converge to finite, nonzero values.31 From these, the effect o
the nonanalytical part can be calculated. For more details
refer to Refs. 30 and 32.

The supercell contains eight conventional unit cells in
23232 arrangement. Thus it contains 448 atoms. For e
atomic species only one displacement~0.04 Å! was neces-
sary.

After optimization of the oxygen parameterx, very small
residual forces remained (;0.001 eV/Å ). For a phonon
calculation using a conventional unit cell, these have a n
ligible effect on the accuracy of the phonon frequenci
However, in the 23232 cell all eight residual forces~of the
eight conventional cells! are folded back, and the error
amplified eight times, having a detrimental effect on t
highest Raman-active mode atG. By subtracting the spuriou
forces in the equilibrium configuration from those obtain
with the atoms displaced we correct for this effect in lead
order. This restores the accuracy of the calculation.

The longitudinal interplanar force constants are also
tained from the 23232 cell. It is already quite long~16.06
Å!. We checked the resulting LO-TO splitting with a long
33131 cell, and found only minor deviations. Moreove
with this longer cell we could check~for the G-X direction!
that the phonon spectrum is well converged with a 232
32 supercell, i.e., that the analytical part is sufficiently sh
range.

The electronic wave functions were sampled only at thG
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point of the Brillouin zone of the supercell. Using a small
13131 cell, k-point convergence was checked. Norm
conserving pseudopotentials were used for Mg and Al~Ref.
33!, and an ultrasoft pseudopotential was used for O.34,35The
kinetic-energy cutoff on the wave functions was 495 eV~36
Ry!. For the~augmentation! charge a cutoff of 928 eV~68
Ry! was used. Convergence tests were carried out in
3131 cell with cutoffs up to 900 and 1600 eV respective
The frequencies of the modes atG are accurate within two
wave numbers on average. The nonlocal projection of
pseudopotentials were carried out in real space.36 Calcula-
tions were carried out in the local-density approximati
~LDA !.37

TABLE I. Frequenciesf of the optical modes of the spinel at th
G point of the primitive unit cell. For the infrared active species, t
frequencies of the LO phonon are between brackets.

Species f (cm21)

T2u 265
T1u(IR) 311 ~319!
T2g(R) 319
T1g 360
Eu 412
Eg(R) 426
T2u 483
T1u(IR) 512 ~580!
T2g(R) 570
T1u(IR) 588 ~638!
Eu 608
A2u 668
T2g(R) 682
T1u(IR) 698 ~866!
A2u 763
A1g(R) 776
5-2
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TABLE II. Frequencies of the optical modes of the spinel at theG point of the primitive unit cell.
Experimental Raman frequencies are from O’Horoet al. ~Ref. 12!, Malézieux and Piriou~Ref. 14!, Chopelas
and Hofmeiser~Ref. 15!, and Cynnet al. ~Ref. 16!. All frequencies are in cm21.

Species Calculated O’Horoet al. Malézieux and Piriou Chopelas and Hofmeiser Cynnet al.

T2g 319 311 311 312 311
Eg 426 410 408 407 409
T2g 492
T2g 570
T2g 682 671 669 666 670
A1g 727 ~727!
A1g 776 772 770 767 770
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III. RESULTS

First the crystal structure was optimized. After minimiz
tion, we obtaineda58.030 Å andx50.3891.38 In natural
spinel, which has less cation disorder than synthetic spi
a58.0989 Å andx50.387.39 A slight underestimation of
the lattice constant is not unusual in LDA calculations. In
phonon calculations the calculated values ofa and x were
used.

The calculated phonon spectrum along a few hig
symmetry directions in the BZ and the phonon density
states~PDOS! are shown in Fig. 1. The latter was calculat
by linear tetrahedron integration of the phonon frequenc
calculated on a 20320320 q-point mesh. The PDOS an
the spectrum have a very complicated structure, as there
42 branches. Near the upper end of the frequency scale
PDOS develops a few prominent, almost isolated, peaks

Most experimental data on the frequencies comes fr
infrared and Raman experiments. These experiments
provide information on the long-wavelength limit. In Table
we list all the calculated frequencies at theG point. They
have been classified following the factor group analysis
White and DeAngelis.40

The crystal symmetry allows for five Raman-acti
modes. In Table II results, of the Raman experiments
O’Horo et al.,12 Malézieux and Piriou,14 Chopelas and
Hofmeister,15 and Cynnet al.16 are listed. O’Horoet al.used
a synthetic spinel whereas the others used natural spinel.
calculated frequencies at 319, 426, 682, and 776 cm21 agree
with the experimental values within 1–5 %. We obtain t
fifth mode at 570 cm21. None of the experiments listed i
Table II reported a mode near this frequency. O’Horoet al.
~synthetic spinel! did find a fifth band at 492 cm21, which is
09430
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rather weak. However, the discrepancy with 570 cm21 is too
large. So we expect that the 492-cm21 band is another mode
characteristic of a synthetic spinel. Its occurrence is proba
related to cation disorder, which is known to be much mo
abundant in synthetic spinel compared to natural spinel.
fifth mode ~of natural spinel! should be close to the calcu
lated value of 570 cm21. Its oscillator strength is presum
ably so small that it has not yet been observed. We note
Fraaset al.,13 who studied many different spinel sample
~synthetic and natural! did observe weak modes at 555 an
600 cm21.

We do not observe a mode near 727 cm21, which Cynn
et al.16 observed in natural spinel, but only after annealin
They conclude that it results from AlO4 tetrahedra, i.e., from
cation disorder. Consistently, Male´zieux and Piriou,14 Cho-
pelas and Hofmeister15 and we do not observe this mode. T
further test this assignment, calculations with an AlO4 tetra-
hedron were carried out. These are described in the App
dix. The AlO4 impurity is found to have two breathing
modes, one of which is at 723 cm21, i.e., close to
727 cm21.

The experimental IR data are more controversial than
Raman data. Symmetry allows for fourT1u modes. The in-
duced macroscopic electrical field lifts the threefold deg
eracy, so that each IR activeT1u mode splits into a twofold
degenerate TO level and a single LO mode.

Table III lists data from several IR experiments. The c
culated frequencies are in very good agreement with thos
Preudhomme and Tarte19 on natural spinel.

Agreement with the data of O’Horoet al.12 on a synthetic
spinel is worse; in particular the 428-cm21 mode differs
strongly from the calculated 512 cm21. Grimeset al.22 have
reanalyzed the reflectivity data of O’Horoet al. and con-
TABLE III. Frequencies of the optical modes of the spinel at theG point of the primitive unit cell, listed
as TO~LO!. Experimental frequencies are from Preudhomme and Tarte~Ref. 19!, O’Horo et al. ~Ref. 12!,
and Chopelas and Hofmeiser~Ref. 15!. Frequencies by Grimeset al. are also listed.22 All frequencies are in
cm21.

Calculated Preudhomme and Tarte O’Horoet al. Grimeset al. Chopelas and Hofmeister

311 ~319! 309 305 305~305! 304 ~312!
512 ~580! 522 428 485 476~610!
588 ~638! 580 485 ~630! 578 ~575!
698 ~866! 688 670 670~855! 676 ~868!
5-3
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G. A. de WIJS, C. M. FANG, G. KRESSE, AND G. de WITH PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 094305
cluded that there are two transverse modes, at 485
670 cm21, with the corresponding longitudinal modes
630 and 855 cm21. Moreover, they suggested that a thi
mode with very small splitting may be present ne
305 cm21. Thus they lacked one~split! T1u mode. They
found support for their interpretation~i.e., only three modes!
from a good agreement with the Lyddane-Sachs-Teller~LST!
rule,

e~0!

e~`!
5)

i

v i
2~LO!

v i
2~TO!

,

where e denotes the dielectric function. For the left-ha
side they obtain 2.84, and for the right hand side 2.75. We
to make contact with their interpretation: The TO modes
485 and 670 cm21 can be assigned to the calculated mod
at 512 and 698 cm21. The LO modes at 630 and 855 cm21

can be identified with the modes at 638 and 866 cm21. Thus
the maximum discrepancy with experiment is 5.5%, o
slightly larger than usual for density-functional calculation
The calculated mode at 311 (319) cm21 confirms the pos-
sibility of a mode near 305 cm21. Thus we have not as
signed the calculated TO mode at 588 cm21 and the calcu-
lated LO mode at 580 cm21. Note that these frequencie
almost coincide, so that inclusion of these two modes in
LST rule hardly affects the right-hand side. Indeed, the r
part of the dielectric function, as plotted by Grimeset al.,
exhibits a wiggle just near 600 cm21. We speculate that this
wiggle is caused by the close proximity of the 580- a
588-cm21 bands.

Note that the calculated frequencies give 2.45 for
right-hand side of the LST. The agreement is reasonable
errors in the frequences are amplified by the power. Sev
explanations for this discrepancy are conceivable, such a
approximation made by density-functional theory and
LST rule itself being only an approximation.

Comparison with the data by Chopelas and Hofmeiste15

gives yet another picture. These authors carried out reflec
ity measurements on a single-crystal, highly ordered, nat
spinel. Therefore, their results should be most accurate. T
resolved the complete number of symmetry-allowed mod
Indeed the modes not observed by Grimeset al. are present
in their data, but they are very weak. Their frequencies g
2.82 for the right-hand side of the LST, in very close agr
ment with the left-hand side~2.84!. For six of the eight fre-
quencies, our data and that of Chopelas and Hofmeister a
within 3%. Larger discrepancies exists for the pairs 512 a
476 ~7%! and 638 and 610~5%!.41

Away from theG point of the BZ, the experimental dat
are much less abundant. Thompson and Grimes~Ref. 23!
carried out inelastic neutron-scattering experiments on a
thetic spinel, and obtained part of the dispersion curv
Comparison is made in Fig. 1. Agreement is fairly good
G-(K)-X-G and the lower part of the acoustic branches
G-L. A small disagreement is apparent for the higher p
(200 cm21 and above! along G-L. Moreover, the experi-
mental point nearL at 330 cm21 is not on a calculated
branch. We think that these small differences can be
09430
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counted for by the substantial cation inversion in the s
thetic spinel used by Thompson and Grimes in th
measurements.23

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the phonon spectrum of MgAl2O4 spinel has
been calculated from first principles. Good agreement w
experiment is obtained for the four experimentally clea
observed Raman-active modes. In general, the calculated
quencies are slightly larger than the experimental frequ
cies. The fifth calculated mode at 570 cm21 cannot be as-
signed to the 492-cm21 band observed for synthetic spine
The oscillator strength for the 570-cm21 band is presumably
very small. We speculate that the 492-cm21 band arises from
disorder. The calculations are in reasonable agreement
experiments concerning the observed infrared active mo

The phonons were calculated for the optimized LDA vo
ume, which is approximately 1% smaller than the expe
mental volume. This could have a small effect on the f
quencies calculated, i.e., could possibly account for the sm
overestimation.
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APPENDIX: AN AlO 4 TETRAHEDRON

An AlO4 tetrahedron was modeled in a 13131 supercell
~56 atoms!. In a first attempt, the AlO4 was obtained by the
exchange of an Al atom and a Mg atom. Care was taken
have the interchanged atoms as far apart as possible. H
ever, the modes of the AlO4 tetrahedron were still strongly
perturbed by the presence of the Mg atom at the Al site,
this attempt was abandoned. Instead, we only changed
identity of one Mg ion into an Al. Thus the composition o
the cell deviates from stoichiometry. In order to preserve
gap, we fixed the number of electrons, such as to exactly
the oxygen 2p band (Mg7

21Al17
31O32

22). To keep the cell neu-
tral a uniform, negative background charge was added.
lattice constant was fixed at the bulk value and the struc
was relaxed until no nonzero forces remained. The Al-O d
tance in the tetrahedron is 1.79 Å. For this structure
phonons atG were calculated. The results should be int
preted with care, as the Al atom in the tetrahedron is se
rated from its nearest periodic images by a distance of o
8.03 Å. It is not unlikely that in reality the relaxations o
atomic shells around the Al ion extent to a larger distan
than the distance~4 Å! that can be properly described in th
13131 cell. Calculations on a larger cell are therefore d
sirable. However, due to the low symmetry they require
prohibitively large computational effort as many more d
placements than the three required for the ideal crystal
necessary.
5-4
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We find two modes, at 723 and 757 cm21, with the char-
acter of an AlO4 breathing motion~with a large amplitude!.
They differ in how the oscillating AlO4 couples with the
vibrational motion of the surrounding lattice. The second
ordination shell of the central Al atom consists of Mg, A
and O atoms. For the 723-cm21 mode the Al atoms in this
shell move outward when the oxygens of the tetrahed
move inward, whereas the oxygens from the second s
oscillate in phase with the oxygens of the tetrahedron.
contrast, for the 757-cm21 mode the oxygens from the se
ond shell move opposite to the breathing motion of the o
oll

an

e

m

r.

.

.
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gens in the tetrahedron. For this mode the Al atoms from
second shell do hardly move.

The mode at 723 cm21 comes very close to the mode
727 cm21 observed by Cynnet al.16 and assigned by them
to an AlO4 breathing motion. The close correspondence s
ports this assignment. The 757-cm21 mode, however, is no
observed in experiment. Supposing its intensity is very we
it might not be difficult to discern so close to the 770-cm21

peak of natural spinel. A calculation of the oscillat
strengths of both modes would be desirable, but is bey
the scope of the present study.
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